Crossroads GPS Television Ads

January 1, 2012 – September 24, 2012

Ads that Refer to President Obama

   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jb_DZ_Xk7ys&feature=plcp
   
   Scott Pelley: “Good evening, this is the worst economic recovery America has ever had.”
   Narrator: 41 straight months of unemployment over 8%. Almost 4 million fewer jobs than
   President Obama predicted. 23 million Americans without full-time work. The results of
   President Obama’s failed stimulus policies.
   Scott Pelley: “The worst economic recovery America has ever had.”
   Narrator: Tell him, for real job growth, stop spending and cut the debt. Support the New Majority
   Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-TpSOW5Nbo&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA
   
   Narrator: America has suffered three years of crushing unemployment. Remember this:
   Obama: “We’ll create nearly half a million jobs by investing in clean energy.”
   lost jobs. While stimulus money went to companies that created jobs overseas. Paid for by the $4
   billion Obama has added to our debt every day. Tell President Obama, for real job growth, cut the
   debt. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1l2s_q_kfrU&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA
   
   Reporter: “The weakest job adding quarter in two years.”
   Narrator: It wasn’t supposed to be this way. Over three years with crushing unemployment.
   American manufacturing shrinking again. President Obama’s plan- spend more. He has added $4
   billion in debt every day. The economy is slowing, but our debt keeps growing. Tell him for real
   job growth, cut the debt. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7W0Fu5Fmlq0&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA
   
   Narrator: America’s jobless rate is still too high. Barack Obama has lots of excuses for the bad
   economy.
Obama: “Headwinds coming from Europe. We’ve had a string of bad luck. An earthquake in Japan. An Arab spring. An ATM, you don’t go to a bank seller. To things that we could not control. You go to the airport and you are using a kiosk. We’ve been a little bit lazy I think over the last couple of decades.”

Narrator: But Obama never blames Washington’s wild spending and skyrocketing debt. Tell Obama, for real job growth cut the debt. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

5. “Stopwatch,” released June 5, 2012
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zdft84eQQ0w&feature=autoplay&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&playnext=1

Narrator: Why isn’t the economy stronger? In the seconds it takes to watch this, our national debt will increase 1.4 million. In 2008, Barack Obama said:
Obama: “We can’t mortgage our children’s future on a mountain of debt.”
Narrator: Now he is adding 4 billion in debt every day, borrowing from China for his spending. Every second, growing our debt faster than our economy. Tell Obama, stop the spending. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcO1AsvcorI&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=46&feature=plpp_video

Woman: “I always loved watching the kids play basketball. I still do, even though things have changed. It’s funny, they can’t find jobs to get their careers started and I can’t afford to retire and now we are all living together again. I supported President Obama because he spoke so beautifully. He promised change, but things changed for the worse. Obama started spending like our credit cards have no limits. His health care law made health insurance even more expensive. We’ve had stimulus and bailouts. Obama added over $16,000 in debts for every American. How will my kids pay that off when they can’t even find jobs? Now, Obama wants more spending and taxes. That won’t fix things. I had so many hopes. Cutting taxes and debt and creating jobs. That’s the change we need. Tell President Obama to cut the job killing debt and support the new majority agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sSqHSY_Z2o&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=1&feature=plpp_video

President Obama’s agenda promised so much.
Obama: “We must help the millions of homeowners who are facing foreclosure.”
Narrator: Promise broken. One in five mortgages are still under water.
Obama: “If you are a family making less than $250,000 a year, you will not see your taxes go up.”
Narrator: Broken. Obamacare raises 18 different taxes.
Obama: “If you like your healthcare plan, you’ll be able to keep your health care plan.”
Narrator: Broken. Millions could lose their health care coverage and be forced into a government pool.
Obama: “Today, I’m pledging to cut the deficit we inherited by half by the end of my first term in office.”
Narrator: Broken. Because he hasn’t even come close.
Narrator: We need solutions. Not just promises. Tell President Obama to cut the deficit and support the new majority agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leD4QRojfR0&feature=bf_next&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

TV Anchor: Under President Obama domestic oil production is at an eight year high.
Narrator: Oh really? His own administration admits production is down where Obama is in charge. The real story…
David Gregory on Meet the Press: A lot of these decisions about production went back to Bush era decisions and most of them are on private lands. So you are taking credit for this boost in exploration which isn’t really fair.
Narrator: Obama is taking credit for other’s hard work. Typical Washington. No matter how Obama spins it, gas costs too much. Tell Obama, stop blaming others and to pass better energy policy.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bxdaFbRWII&feature=bf_next&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: With each passing day, Americans have less to spend on groceries, housing and college. Gas prices rising higher and higher, straining their budgets, shrinking their paychecks. Strangely, one man wants to take credit for improving our energy situation.
Obama: “Next time you are talking to someone who doesn’t know what they are talking about… Since I took office, America’s dependence on foreign oil has gone down every single year.”
Narrator: The facts show the main reason oil imports are down is that our economy has so bad American consumers and industries are using less.
Obama: “American is producing more oil today than any time in the last eight years. That’s a fact. That’s a fact.”
Narrator: In fact, Obama has very little to do with increasing domestic oil production. He oversells the government’s influence and ignores the fact that many wells were planned years ago before he was president.
Narrator: Where are the real increases in production? On state and private lands. Not federal lands where under Obama, production has dropped significantly. So if Obama is distorting the truth about his record, what is his real energy policy?
Narrator: A corrosive energy strategy. They have done nothing but restrict access and delay permitting. Obama personally lobbied against the Keystone XL Pipeline, against more jobs and
oil, unprecedented EPA regulations that would shutter local power plants and factories, an oppressive energy policy.
Unidentified Man: “We are doing everything we can to hold on just to be honest with you.”
Unidentified Women: “Ridiculous…. Outrageous… Disappointing.”
Narrator: Now he is taking credit, for which part. The five dollar gas or the millions of American families struggling because of it. Tell the President his oppressive energy policies aren’t working for us.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_GhwBfBNAo&feature=bf_next&list=UUZt ZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: Then and now, the difference…President Obama’s administration restricted oil production in the Gulf, limited development of American oil shale and Obama personally lobbied to kill a pipeline bringing oil from Canada. Even now, instead of helping…
Major Garrett on CBS This Morning: “At the White House this week, the word has been deflect or shield on gas prices. Put up the deflector shield.”
Narrator: The President is playing politics. Tell President Obama, bad energy policies means energy prices we cannot afford.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3iJ67iArqo&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=1&feature=plpp_video

Narrator: He promised…
Obama: “We are investing in a clean energy economy with the potential to create hundreds of thousands of new jobs.”
Narrator: Then he gave his big political backers billions, a big government fiasco infused with politics at every level. 500 million to Solyndra, now bankrupt. 100 million to a pet project tetering on default. Laid off workers forgotten. Typical Washington. Tell Obama we need jobs not more insider deals.

Ads that Refer to President Obama and a Senate Candidate

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3R08NQUqlOOk

Narrator: When Sherrod Brown voted for Obamacare, Ohio manufacturers got a new tax. When Ohio manufacturers get new taxes, they don’t hire. When manufacturers don’t hire, people don’t have jobs. When people don’t have jobs, they ask why Sherrod Brown voted with Obama 95% of the time. When you vote with Obama 95% of the time, it hurts Ohio. Don’t let Sherrod Brown hurt Ohio. It’s time to boot Brown.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkLoFaOXxQ4
Narrator: “When he went to Washington, Joe Donnelly promised to resist pressure from all sides to increase spending or to increase taxes. But when President Obama needed Donnelly’s vote to pass his TRILLION-dollar health care bill, Donnelly said yes. When Obama needed his vote to pass a TRILLION-dollar stimulus, Donnelly said yes. And five times Donnelly voted to raise the debt limit by $5 TRILLION. So why would Donnelly vote any different if we gave him a promotion?”

3. “Number One,” released September 18, 2012 and referring to Sen. Jon Tester
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uosQmDA9qQg&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: What happened to Jon Tester? Six years ago…
Tester: Isn’t it time for the Senate to look a little bit more like Montana?
Narrator: Today, Tester looks a lot like Washington. Tester has taken more money from lobbyists than any other Senator running this year. He is a top recipient of campaign cash, from big banks and credit card companies. And Tester votes with Barack Obama 95% of the time. Six years later, Jon Tester has gone Washington.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHUoNaLe8kg&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=3&feature=plpp_video

Narrator: It’s your vote. What do you want it to stand for? Do you want it to support President Obama’s health care law? Heidi Heitkamp supports the law. Even though it raises taxes on the middle class, cuts Medicare spending by $716 billion dollars. Heitkamp opposes repeal. Do you want your vote to be a rubber-stamp for Barack Obama’s liberal agenda? Heidi Heitkamp says Obama is amazing. It’s your vote. Should you give it to Heidi Heitkamp?

5. “Dang Right,” released September 18, 2012 and referring to Tammy Baldwin
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPhHg1uisJ0&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=4&feature=plpp_video

Baldwin: “You are dang right we are making a difference.”
Narrator: Tired of all the shouting. Tammy Baldwin is just out of touch with Wisconsin. She thinks Obamacare didn’t go far enough in putting government in control of our healthcare. Wants Medicare spending cuts decided by unelected bureaucrats. And Baldwin supports more taxes on middle class families. Bigger government. Extreme politics. Tammy Baldwin is what’s wrong with Washington.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RsvtT5r1Z7M&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=7&feature=plpp_video
Narrator: Here we go fans, Sherrod Brown steps on the field. I have to say under his leadership Ohio hasn’t fared well. 280,000 jobs lost. Brown drops back. Sacked for supporting the new 1 trillion dollar healthcare law that cut 700 billion from Medicare spending. Looks like there is a penalty on Brown. Voting with Obama 95% of the time. That is going to cost taxpayers 500 billion in new taxes. Ohio just can’t compete as long as Sherrod Brown is calling the plays.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJBOdBA8iVk&feature=plcp

Narrator: What’s Heidi Heitkamp hiding on Obama care? First, she endorsed Obama care, even with its “revenue enhancements.” Now we know what that means. The Supreme Court ruled that Obama care is a massive tax on working families. Obama care also taxes hospital stays and medical devices and cuts Medicare spending by $500 billion. But Heitkamp still says… Heitkamp: “I don’t support a repeal.”
Narrator: Tell Heidi, urge the repeal of Obama care. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlNFRblaOTE&feature=plcp

Narrator: 4 billion dollars every day. That is how much our country’s debt has exploded since Martin Heinrich joined Congress. How? Heinrich backed the failed trillion dollar stimulus. He voted for the Obama health care law that cost over a trillion dollars. Heinrich even voted to raise the debt limit six times, giving Washington more money to waste, while sticking New Mexico families with the bill. Tell Martin Heinrich, stop spending and cut the debt. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqKlyPqVxCg&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: Montana said no to Obamacare, but Jon Tester voted yes. Obamacare cuts Medicare spending by $500 billion, gives a board of unelected bureaucrats the power to restrict seniors’ care and raises taxes by a half a trillion dollars. Instead of listening to Montana, Jon Tester supported Obamacare. In fact, he has voted with Obama 95% of the time. Tell Tester, be Montana’s voice in Washington. Repeal Obamacare. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M746-YSXyx4&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: It’s time to play, who is the biggest supporter of the Obama agenda in Ohio. It’s Sherrod Brown. Brown backed Obama’s agenda a whopping 95% of the time. He voted for
budget busting Obamacare that adds $700 billion to the deficit or Obama’s $453 billion tax increase. And he even supported cap and trade, which would have cost Ohio over 100,000 jobs. Tell Sherrod Brown, for real job growth, stop spending and cut the debt. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEM94pWpBo4&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=8&feature=plpp_video

Narrator: Heidi Heitkamp promised…
Heitkamp: “I would never take away a senior’s health care or limit anyone’s care.”
Narrator: But Heidi endorsed Obamacare, bragging…
Heitkamp: “It actually is a budget saver.”
Narrator: Obamacare cuts Medicare spending by $500 billion, gives unelected bureaucrats the power to restrict seniors’ care and millions of Americans could actually lose their existing healthcare. Tell Heidi: support the full repeal of Obamacare. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0a0sZylunek&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: Wondered how America’s debt has nearly doubled since Jon Tester went to Washington? Instead of being an independent voice for Montana, Tester’s voted for Barack Obama’s policies 95% of the time, for Obama’s 1 trillion dollar health care takeover, for the failed trillion dollar stimulus and voted to raise the debt limit six times for a total of six trillion dollars. Tell Tester, stop spending money we don’t have, cut the debt. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVdLafErW2w&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=1&feature=plpp_video

Narrator: Senator Claire McCaskill was a key Obama advisor, passing his failed 1.18 trillion dollar stimulus. Claire’s vote sent nearly two million dollars to California to collect ants in Africa, 25 million for new snow-making and chair lifts in Vermont, almost $300,000 to Texas to study weather on Venus. While in Missouri, 16,000 have lost their jobs. Tell Claire to help Missouri, stop the reckless spending, cut the debt and support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czy1am_lQ&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=2&feature=plpp_video
Narrator: Heidi Heitkamp supports Obama care and predicted…
Heitkamp: “This bill will change the face of health care.”
Narrator: She’s right. Obama care cut Medicare spending by $500 billion, gives un-elected bureaucrats the power to restrict senior’s care and now healthcare costs and premiums are likely to go up. That is not the change we need. Tell Heidi Obama care is wrong for North Dakota. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4crbHaldJE4&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=3&feature=plpp_video

Narrator: It’s no surprise that Sherrod Brown voted for Obama care. He supports Obama’s agenda 95% of the time. On Obama care Brown said:
Brown: “This bill pays for itself and reduces the deficit.”
Narrator: Actually, it adds 700 billion to the deficit, cuts 500 billion from Medicare spending, adds a new tax on Ohio manufactures. In Sherrod Brown’s Washington, talk is cheap, but in Ohio it is costing us a fortune. Tell Brown, repeal Obama care. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jhwMc0mZes&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=4&feature=plpp_video

Narrator: Since Joe Donnelly went to Washington, America’s debt has increased by 3.5 billion dollars per day, up 7 trillion in less than 6 years. How? Donnelly has voted for trillions in Barack Obama’s wasteful spending, for Obama’s 1.7 trillion healthcare law, for his wasteful 1 trillion dollar stimulus. Donnelly even voted to raise the debt limit four times. Tell Donnelly stop spending and cut the debt. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

17. “Remember” released April 25, 2012 and referring to Sen. Jon Tester
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbx0De-BMR4&feature=bf_prev&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: Remember this from Jon Tester?
Jon Tester: “Washington has lost its way and we need to set it right.”
Narrator: But in Washington, Tester’s way is Obama’s way. Tester voted with President Obama 97% of the time. Tester voted for Obama’s trillion dollar deficits, for cap and trade (a massive energy tax) and for budget busting Obama care. Tell Tester that Obama’s way is the wrong way for Montana. Tell him to say no to Obama’s proposed trillion dollar deficit.

18. “Similarities” released April 25, 2012 and referring to Tim Kaine in Virginia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NX-2EDVHRxY&feature=bf_next&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA
Narrator: Tim Kaine and Barack Obama. One is a former governor and the other is President. Can you spot the similarities? Reckless spending, that’s Time Kaine’s billion dollar spending spree. Red Ink, Governor Kaine turned a billion dollar surplus into a 3.7 billion dollar shortfall. Taxes, Kaine pushed a billion dollar tax hike. 
Narrator: Reckless spending, red ink, and higher taxes. They have a lot in common. We work hard to save. Obama and Kaine tax and spend.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PATWzOQPeY0&feature=bf_next&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: 19,000 jobs lost in Missouri since 2009. 23,000 homes lost to foreclosure in 2011. And what has President Obama and Claire McCaskill been doing? Over a trillion dollars in failed stimulus. Costly Obama care where over a million Missouri seniors could be forced to pay more for their prescription drugs. Tell Senator McCaskill it’s time to stop supporting Obama’s outrageous spending. Say no to Obama’s proposed trillion dollar deficit.

20. “From There” released March 8, 2012 and referring to Sen. Claire McCaskill
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gxo0Xsi7s8&feature=bf_next&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: Here is Claire McCaskill using special interest cash to hide the fact she has voted against what’s best for Missouri. 
Narrator: Claire claims to protect Medicare but she voted to cut Medicare spending half a trillion dollars by supporting Obama care.
Narrator: Claire claims to cut taxes for the middle class but she has also voted against extending tax cuts including the child tax credit, death tax and marriage penalty. Tell Claire on Medicare and taxes, start voting in Washington the way you talk in Missouri.

Ad that Refers to President Obama and Candidate for House of Representatives

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myO98FkQcvs&feature=bf_next&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: America’s debt is at an all time high. But for President Obama and Congressman Leonard Boswell, when spending our money the sky is the limit. Boswell voted for Obama’s stimulus bill, 825 billion dollars in wasted spending. They bailed out auto companies for 85 billion. And by supporting Obama care, Boswell and Obama upped spending another 700 billion dollars.
Narrator: Tell Congressman Boswell to get his head out of the clouds and stop out of control Washington spending.

**Ads that Only Refer to Senate Candidates**

1. **“Big,”** released September 21, 2012 and referring to Rep. Shelly Berkley
   [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TA3Ciqj4maM](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TA3Ciqj4maM)

   Narrator: Say this about Shelley Berkley, she goes BIG. On ethics, Berkley’s named among the MOST corrupt. Berkley voted for the LARGEST tax increase in American history, a big job killer. Now she backs a plan to raise taxes on nearly a million small businesses next year. That would destroy hundreds of thousands of jobs. Shelley Berkley: big tax hikes, big job losses, a BIG mistake for Nevada.

2. **“Addicted,”** released September 21, 2012 and referring to Tim Kaine
   [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CoxzQ9bDYM](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CoxzQ9bDYM)

   Narrator: Tim Kaine is so addicted to more spending, he proposed tax hikes on Virginians making $17,000 a year. It’s true! Kaine’s tax plan would have hit families living paycheck to paycheck. That’s wrong! And Kaine’s backed a Washington deal that means massive cuts to national defense, threatening over 200,000 Virginia jobs. That is reckless! Tim Kaine, the wrong priorities for Virginia.

   [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4jf3yU0WY4&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4jf3yU0WY4&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA)

   Narrator: We know all about Shelley Berkley’s ethics, controversies stretching back years, using her office to enrich herself. What about her policies? They’re even worse. Berkley voted to cut Medicare spending by $700 billion and Berkley’s vote could give bureaucrats the power to cut Medicare spending even more, jeopardizing care for those that need it most. Slashing Medicare spending, enriching herself. That’s shameful. That’s Shelley Berkley.

   [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCjBiw3V4Vw&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=6&feature=plpp_video](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCjBiw3V4Vw&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=6&feature=plpp_video)

   Narrator: Laughable. False. That is what they are saying about Shelley Berkley’s attack ad. Berkley’s smear on Medicare? Called the lie of the year. The truth. Berkley voted to slash 700 billion from Medicare spending and Berkley’s vote gives bureaucrats the power to cut even more. Desperate attacks based on a lie. Cuts to Medicare spending that are all too serious. Just what you would expect from a desperate politician like Shelley Berkley.

5. **“Questionable,”** released September 11, 2012 and referring to Tim Kaine
Narrator: Tim Kaine supported a Washington budget deal that would devastate America’s defense and Virginia jobs and now it is about to happen. The deal Kaine backed would cripple Virginia, over 200,000 Virginia jobs on the chopping block. First, Kaine backed the failed stimulus that helped create this budget mess. But now, he supports cutting what matters, our jobs. Tim Kaine: questionable judgment.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17Go0dE9V-I&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=9&feature=plpp_video

Narrator: When Tim Kaine proposed harsh funding cuts for Virginia schools, one Democrat called it a kick in the teeth. Kaine’s last budget cut millions from public schools, hitting our children hardest. So the next time Kaine boasts…
Kaine: “We were fiscally responsible while advancing our most important priorities like education.”
Narrator: You know the truth. Kaine’s budget cut education. Tim Kaine’s plan: education cuts, tax hikes, the wrong priorities for Virginia.

7. “Mountain,” released August 24, 2012 and referring to Tammy Baldwin
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3pcFedGCDE&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: A balanced budget amendment in Washington would stop the mountain national debt that threatens Wisconsin’s economy. Since Tammy Baldwin went to Washington, that debt has grown by 10 trillion dollars. Baldwin said she supported a balanced budget, but then voted against a balanced budget amendment. In fact, she voted to raise the debt limit five times. Tell Tammy, stop spending money we don’t have and support a balanced budget amendment. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Y-JjQTA8Vg&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Man: Boy, I need to take my mind off of the terrible job situation.
TV: Coming this year, the healthcare takeover… taxes on Ohio businesses that could kill jobs. Sherrod Brown gives two thumbs up.
Other TV Channel: Call now for great hits like “Where did all the jobs go” and “Failed stimulus”
Other TV Channel: Tonight at 11, how Sherrod Brown’s latest vote could mean tax hikes on the small businesses Ohio depends on to create jobs.
Man: Tell Sherrod Brown, Ohio needs jobs, not more taxes. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O1H5odakxQ&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=3&feature=plpp_video

Narrator: Big Washington spending is not helping New Mexico and the more money Martin Heinrich is spending is part of the problem. He voted to spend over a trillion dollars on the failed stimulus like sending almost 2 million to California to collect ants, almost 300,000 to Texas to study weather on Venus. But, back in New Mexico, we’ve lost 27,000 jobs. Tell Martin, more money wasted is not the solution. Focus on jobs for New Mexico. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gHUWdaCwa8&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: You get up. You work hard. You do the things that matter most. Another day. But today in Washington, America’s debt increased 3.5 billion. 3.5 billion every single day since Jon Tester arrived in the US Senate. Why? Tester voted for the trillion dollar stimulus and budget-busting health care law. And he has voted six times to raise the debt limit. So another day means more debt for them. Tell Tester: cut the debt. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_uymj7itis&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: Florida’s seniors are facing a healthcare crisis, only 14 physicians for every 1,000 Medicare beneficiaries. But in Washington, Bill Nelson has been voting for the new healthcare law which cuts Medicare spending by 700 billion dollars, puts unelected bureaucrats between Florida’s three million Medicare recipients and the care they need, hurting Florida’s seniors. Tell Senator Nelson, it is time to repeal. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

12. “Forgot,” released August 16, 2012 and referring to Heidi Heitkamp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iV7aBCmYakI&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: What else is Heidi hiding? As Attorney General, Heitkamp appointed an out-of-state trial lawyer whose firm got paid millions. Then the trial lawyer’s firm donated tens of thousands of dollars to Heitkamp’s campaign. Now they are her biggest contributor. It is called pay to play. First, Heitkamp dodged questions on the deal, then said the state didn’t pay him. The lawyer got millions. She got tens of thousands in campaign cash. That’s not the North Dakota way.

Narrator: Big spending in Washington is terrible for Wisconsin’s economy and Tammy Baldwin hasn’t helped. Baldwin voted for the failed 1 trillion dollar stimulus, including projects like 800,000 dollars to replace light bulbs. Since Baldwin went to Congress, our national debt has increased over 10 trillion dollars. That’s trillion with a T. Tell Tammy, trillions wasted is too much. Stop the wasteful spending and cut the debt. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zy9Ex-PnXzI&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: Why are we in more debt since Jon Tester went to Washington? Tester voted to spend 1 trillion dollars on the stimulus and unemployment went up. He voted to spend 1 trillion dollars on big government health care and health care insurance costs are going up. And then Tester votes for job killing tax hikes on Montana small businesses. Tell Tester: stop the big Washington spending and tax hikes. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

15. “Pledged,” released August 15, 2012 and referring to Tim Kaine
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jYmE90v8R8&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: Tim Kaine pledged no new taxes, but he pushed a 2 billion dollar tax hike. Kaine’s big spending caused budget shortfalls every year so Kaine cut college funding and tuition exploded over 30%. Higher taxes, reckless spending, skyrocketing tuition. That’s not what Tim Kaine promised but it is his record. We cannot afford any more of Tim Kaine’s broken promises.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2-A3Em2JGY&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: The year is 1996. Shelley Berkley urges her boss to buy off politicians with favors in cash. 2008, Congresswoman Berkley begs a judge to go easy on her big campaign donor convicted of wire fraud, attempted bribery. Now Berkley is under investigation for using her office to enrich herself. A lot has changed over the years, but not Shelley Berkley. With Berkley, there are always questions of corruption.

17. “Cost,” released August 15, 2012 and referring to Tim Kaine
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sLwpr9DrNk&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA
Narrator: Does Tim Kaine put Virginia first? If you live here or here the answer could cost you your job. Kaine called a plan that put defense spending at risk “the right thing,” but newspapers report that that plan could cost Virginia 200,000 jobs, second highest in the country, hitting these regions hardest and that’s Tim Kaine not putting Virginia first. Tell Tim Kaine: support a plan that protects Virginia jobs. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7A8d-uK64w&feature=BFa&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA

Narrator: 238,000 jobs lost in Ohio. 100,000 more people out of work and what is Sherrod Brown doing about it in Washington: voting for the 1.17 trillion dollar healthcare law that adds a new tax on Ohio manufacturers, for a massive energy tax that could wipe out another 100,000 jobs and higher taxes on the small businesses Ohio depends on to create jobs. Tell Sherrod Brown: Ohio needs jobs, stop raising taxes. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jsG2kLa0Ts&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=14&feature=plpp_video

Narrator: What’s Heidi hiding on taxes? As Attorney General, Heitkamp supported new taxes on car insurance and energy. Even as she awarded her staff a 30% pay raise and allowed staff to fly a taxpayer funded plane. Now Heitkamp supported higher taxes on North Dakota small businesses, raising taxes on job creators just as our economy struggles to come back. Tell Heidi: stop supporting higher taxes on small businesses and North Dakota families. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jgs06SxqfAw&feature=plcp

Narrator: We know Claire McCaskill voted for billions in wasted stimulus spending projects that didn’t help Missouri. Claire also seven times to raise the debt limit, allowing the government to spend even more. Borrowing billions more from countries like China. And for what? 3.5 billion more debt per day since McCaskill has been in office. Tell Claire to stop spending and cut the debt. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pynMX3z4T0&feature=plcp

Narrator: Who really creates jobs? Small business or big government? Claire McCaskill sides with government. Claire voted repeatedly for higher taxes on nearly half a million job creating Missouri businesses and Claire’s vote for the healthcare law: another huge tax increase. Meanwhile, Missouri has lost more than 53,000 manufacturing jobs. Tell Claire, stop taxing job creators and start cutting spending. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQKVmtG4XRs&feature=plcp

Narrator: It doesn’t make sense. With our economy still struggling, Jon Tester votes to raise taxes on Montana families and small businesses. Tester’s tax hike could cost hundreds of thousands of US jobs and Tester’s tax hiking ways aren’t new. He was the deciding vote to pass the health care law, which we now know is a massive middle class tax increase. Tell Tester: stop raising taxes on Montana families and small businesses. Support the New Majority Agenda newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBsBbxSbjsg&feature=plcp

Narrator: Shelley Berkley under investigation for abusing her office and the industry Berkley did favors for is still showering her with cash. It’s not surprising. Before she came to Congress, Berkley urged her boss at a Vegas casino to buy off judges and politicians in favors and campaign cash. Wrong then. Wrong now. A disturbing pattern of unethical behavior. Shelley Berkley, everything that’s wrong with Washington.

24. “Holes,” released August 8, 2012 and referring to Tim Kaine
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-4C7120VvQ&feature=plcp

Narrator: When Tim Kaine was governor, spending soared, blowing holes in the budget every year. Kaine backed massive tax hikes every year. His reckless spending was followed by devastating cuts to higher education. Tuition costs exploded. And in Washington, Kaine pushed the failed stimulus, which wasted even more. Kaine’s failed solutions – tax hikes, wasteful spending. Tell him, that doesn’t create jobs. Push to cut the debt. Support the New Majority Agenda at newmajorityagenda.org.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6bk4e0CU-H0&feature=plcp

Reporter: “The House Ethics Committee has voted unanimously to move forward with an investigation into Congresswoman Shelly Berkley.”

Narrator: Democrats voted to investigate Berkley for using her influence in Congress to enrich her family and herself, twisting arms to protect her husband’s half-million dollar contract. Named amongst Washington’s most corrupt. And Berkely’s attacks fact-checkers say are misleading and untrue. Shelley Berkeley is everything that’s wrong with Washington.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rtLDNTr3XE&list=UUZtZuLHzPSedii1DhtQzWA&index=5&feature=plpp_video
Narrator: Tim Kaine left Virginia for Washington and was a cheerleader for massive spending. Kaine: “The stimulus is working.”
Narrator: But it actually wasted money studying ants in Africa. Kaine: “This stimulus is critically important.”
Narrator: Really? How? To upgrade politician’s offices. Kaine: “These are investments that will put people to work right away.”

   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMWB_kLBNHc&feature=bf_next&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodi1DhtQzWA

Narrator: Nevada is in a hole. Unemployment is the worst in the country. Housing too. And what has Shelley Berkley been doing in Washington? Voting for tax hikes that would make it worst, even the largest tax increase in history. She voted for a massive new energy tax that would cost families 1600 dollars a year.
Narrator: And on spending, Berkley supported a budget that pushed deficits sky high, piling up debt. Tell Shelley Berkley to vote against higher taxes that would cost more jobs.

Ad that Only Refers to Candidate for House of Representatives

   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVF_roEsGew&list=UUZtZuLHzPSeodii1DhtQzWA&index=5&feature=plpp_video

Narrator: What kind of priorities? What kind of judgment? Questions New Yorkers are asking about Congressman Tim Bishop. Call for investigations into abusing his power. When a constituent reached out for help, Bishop’s campaign reached out in return… for cash. The donor called Bishop’s behavior really gross. A watchdog group said Bishop accepted an illegal gratuity which is a federal crime. Tim Bishop. Everything that is wrong with Washington.